
In the, To the, Like the

From the Desk of the Old Torah Reader

In Hebrew, if one wants to say, “in the thing,” one doesn’t say r �c �S �v �C; one

says r �c �S �C.  The v�gh �s �H �v t �v (the letter t �v that means “the”) is suppressed and

the vowel under the ,h �C becomes what the vowel under the t �v would have

been (call it the “the” vowel, usually a j �T �P.)  To say, “in a thing,” one says

r �c �s �C, and the distinction between “a’ and “the’ is clear.  The same rule

applies to “to the thing” (r �c �S�k) and to “like the thing” (r �c �S �F)1.

An example that shows the “to” case and the “in” case is in t �r �e �H �u 25-30:

t�«k uh·	,«r« �s�k I �,«t v��b«E�k ,��,h�n�M�k v �	n«j [I�k] t�«k r�J"t rh #�g	C r�J"t ,�h &�C�v o (	e (�u
 k�*c«H�C t�*m*h

(... and the house that is in the city that has a wall will stand to perpetuity to

the one who buys it for his generations; it will not go out in the jubilee.)

Note how in rh �g �C (in the city) the ,h �C has a . �n �e for a vowel just as the t �v
would in rh �g �v (the city.)  The other occurrences in the verse take the

standard j �T �P:  , �,h �n �M�k (to perpetuity), v�b«E�k (to the buyer), k�c«H �C (in the

jubilee.)

An example of the “like” case is in t �r �e �H �u 26-19:

 v�	J�j�B�F o��f�m �r�t ,��t�u kº�z �r�C�F 3o�fh*n�J ,�t h4�T�,�	b�u
(... and I will make your heavens like the iron and your land like the

copper.)2

Now this is all well and good, but what does it have to do with Torah

reading?  The thing is that even when the “the” vowel is present, many

readers just pronounce these prepositions as if they have a t �u �J underneath

the letter, or they slur it so much that you can’t tell for sure which way it is.

On the other hand, sometimes one hears the opposite—pronouncing the

preposition as if it had the “the” vowel when it only has a t �u �J underneath.

1. Exceptions to this rule with the ; �F prefix occur with the phrase v�Z �v o«uH �v �F.  (See 

,h �a«t �r �C  39-11 and v�h �n �j �b 9-10) but not always (See ,h �a«t �r �C 50-20).

2. Good English usage would say, “like iron, like copper,” but that is not Q'�b �T Hebrew

usage.



To see what kind of solecisms these mispronunciations produce, we have to

digress and introduce some other aspects of Hebrew grammar:

In Hebrew, the adjective that modifies a noun usually comes after after the

noun as we see in ,h �a«t �r �C 11-6: o º	K�f�k 3,�j�t v4	p	G�u 3s	j�t o 4�g i�*v (Behold they

all are one people and one language).  Furthermore, if the noun is specified

with “the” (v�gh �s �H �v t �v), the adjective will also have the v�gh �s �H �v t �v as well,

as we see in ,h �Jt �r �C 10-12: v�	k«s�D�v rh ��g	v tu��v (it is the big city).  And

furthermore yet, this is still true if the t �v of the v�gh �s �H �v t �v is suppressed as

in oh �r �c �S 12-13: v��Z�v g�	r	v r�	c 	S�F (like this evil thing) where “this” and “evil”

are the two adjectives.

Continuing the digression, let us take up the topic of ,Ufh �n �x.  This is the

relationship between two nouns where the first occurring noun (let’s call it

the Q �n �x �b noun) is read as “first noun of” the second noun3.  Sometimes the

form of the first noun is changed as in ,h �Jt �r �C 43-18: c4	=�v 3;�x &�F�v r4�c �S k �g
3Ubh &*,«j �T�n�t�C (on the matter of the money returned in our sacks ...) where r �c �S
is the Q �n �x �b form of r �c �S.  Often, however, there is no difference in the

spelling or pronunciation of the Q �n �x �b noun compared to how it would be if it

was a non- Q �n �x �b noun; and the relationship has to be inferred from the

context as in ,«un �J 9-22: o�h �	r�m�n .�r��t�C v��s	¬�v c�G �*g k	F k ��g�u  (and on all the

grass of the field in the land of Egypt) where c �G�g and . �r �t are spelled the

same as if they were not in a ,Ufh �n �x relationship with the following noun.4

Notice from the two examples that the Q �n �x �b noun does not have a v�gh �s �H �v t �v
even though in translating into English one would put the word “the” before

it.  This is a universal rule: the Q �n �x �b noun never takes a v�gh �s �H �v t �v.

Now that we’ve said all that, let’s get back to our main topic of how not

pronouncing the “the” vowel or pronouncing it inappropriately can lead to

incorrect or nonsensical meanings.  Take r �C �s �N �C 28-12: s�	j�t�	v k�h��t	k  (... for

the one ram.)  If the reader pronounced the word as k �h �t �k,  the last two words

would not be taken as a noun and and adjective but as a Q �n �x �b noun followed

3. Sometimes the second “noun” is a phrase or clause as in ,h �a«t �r �C 21-8:

4. However, if the Q �n �x �b noun is plural or feminine, it is always distinguishable from

non- Q �n �x �b: (oh �s�k �h - h �s �k�h) (v �s �k�h - , �s �k�h) (,«us�k �h - ,«us �k�h)   



by another noun; and it would be translated as “for the ram of the one,”

leaving us to wonder who or what the “one” is.  Conversely, if the reader of

,«un �J 35-3: ,�	C�=�v oI �h �C o·�fh *,« �c�J �n k« �f �C J º*t U �r "g��c �, t �«k  (Do not light a

fire in all your dwellings in the day of the Sabbath.) said ,�C �J �v oIH �C, it

would mean, “in the day, the Sabbath” which doesn’t make sense.5  This is

because Hebrew, unlike English, cannot as readily turn nouns into adjectives

to say, “the Sabbath day.”   It can do this sort of thing with words that are

attributes such as o �f �j which can be the adjective wise or the noun for wise

one;  but it does not do this with entities such as ,�C �J; and even with the

word, “o �f �j”, there is a difference between, “the day of the wise man,” and

the, “wise day.”

So the moral is: Whenever you come across a word having one of the three

prefixes: C, k, or F, make sure you get the vowel right. 

5. Sometimes when the word, o«uh, (day) precedes a number these rules may be broken.

Consider  ,h �Jt �r �C 2-3 and ,«un �J 20-10, where the first v�gh �s �H �v t �v is missing from

 h º�gh�c�=�v 3oIh but the words are still understood as, “the seventh day,” not “the day of

the seventh.”


